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Screening up of anti-inflammatory property from Ipomea staphylina 
Priyadarshini K 
Department of Biotechnology, JSS College for Arts, Commerce & Science, India

Inflammation is part of the non-specific immune response that occurs in reaction to any type of bodily injury. Although there 
has been some progress in the usage of improved anti-inflammatory drugs, they make up about half of analgesics, remedying 

pain by reducing inflammation as opposed to opioids, which affect the central nervous system. Thus researches in screening 
up of anti-inflammatory components from the plants have been shown very good progress. Such similar property was been 
screened using Ipomea staphylina, a local weed belonging to Convulvulaceae family. Study included the mechanism by which 
the Convulvulaceae species I. staphylina inhibited inflammatory pathway key enzymes. Plant extract was randomly divided into 
3 groups namely water extract, ethanol extract and methanol extract. We screened by randomized trials to estimate levels of all 
the three key enzymes activity involved in inflammation i.e., PLA2, COX (cyclooxygenase) & LOX (lipoxygenase) using the plant 
sample. Results show that the water extract of the Plant sample inhibited secretory PLA2 significantly than the other groups. 
PLA2was significantly inhibited as the concentration of the sample increased and this showed reproducible results. COX and 
LOX had inhibitory effects but not to a greater extent. These data suggest that the crude plant water extract had molecules that 
inhibited PLA2 which is the first enzyme in the inflammatory pathway.
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Comparative homology modeling and docking of lamin A molecule and its incidence in 
progeria 
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Progeria is a rare and fatal autosomal recessive disorder affecting children, usually newborn babies causing accelerated ageing. 
It is caused due to mutation in a gene called LMNA which leads to instability of nucleus thereby causing rapid ageing. 

This means that an individual carrying a mutation in a single gene does not show any sort of symptoms as its recessive in 
nature. Moreover 90% of the children have mutation on the gene that encodes protein Lamin A. The gene involved is LMNA 
which codes this protein and due to one point mutation (mostly) defective fibrous protein is formed leading to unstable nucleus 
thereby causing premature ageing. Researches are being done as no cure is available till date but some drugs are used in order to 
subsidies the effects caused. This work deals with establishing a drug or to manipulate analogues of approved drug and to check 
its effectiveness and binding activity over the receptor protein through docking. For this purpose number of ligands and their 
analogues were prepared and docked on the receptor lamin A whose structure was obtained through a request from EBI-Swiss 
model with PDB id as q369. Out of all the drug molecules docked one specific analogue Indinavir showed great results with 
energy of -94.2 Kcal/mol and good binding capacity, So this drug was manipulated and modified and again docked where better 
results were obtained with a binding energy of -105.5 Kcal/mol. Using this modified analogue might further aid in the treatment 
of this disease and can be subjected to clinical validations.
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